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Premier: more than a product range a leading manufacturer's philosophy

Optimize each product to achieve
the greatest performance possible,
without increasing prices: this is our
manufacturing philosophy.
This approach is especially obvious
with the Premier line. It consists of
providing the highest level of reliability
as a standard. This high product quality
is supported by our experienced staff,
in order to propose the most efficient
solutions for your productivity.
The SNR spherical roller bearings
are the first to benefit by the Premier
approach.
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Bearings
designed to bear
the unbearable
Spherical roller bearings are dedicated to extremely
severe applications, such as heavy industries like
iron & steel, paper mills, quarries… etc.
They support high loads, severe misalignment,
contaminated environments, shocks, and vibrations.
These conditions demand exceptional mechanical
qualities.

Highly significant
improvements
During the last few years, the SNR engineers and
researchers have dedicated themselves to material
selection, product design, bearing kinematics,
manufacturing processes… leading to an outstanding result.
As first beneficiaries of the Premier technology, the
SNR spherical roller bearings demonstrate an 18 %
load capacity increase and a service life extension of at least 75 %.

SNR proposes more reliable, higher performance
bearings with unrivalled quality/price ratio.
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A product range as exemplary
as its performance ratings

The SNR Premier spherical roller bearings
have improved in all respects:
- Reduced friction torque, as much as 30% less,

- Increased load capacity, extended service life,
thanks to:

offering lower operating temperature, with lower

• very high quality steels, almost free of imperfec-

power and lubricant consumption.

tions.

- Appreciably increased operating speed, allowing

• optimized rolling element complement, of maxi-

an extended scope of applications.

mized profile and quantity. Therefore, their

- High temperature capacity up to 200°C (392°F)

actual service life, as well as dynamic and static

for metallic cage bearings. Dimensional stability is

load capacities are appreciably higher, for the

ensured by a specific heat treatment.

same envelope dimensions, resulting in:

- +/- 0.5° mis-alignment capability, without reducing

• higher reliability of the machines and facilities.

the load capacity, and up to 1°30’ in case of low

• use of smaller bearings in new design studies,

loads.

permitting smaller machines and reduced total
costs of the facilities.

Optimization of the SNR Premier
spherical roller bearings
L10
(life duration)

COMPETITION
In optimal operating conditions,
the life can be extended
by 10, 15, 20 fold

+18%

+75%

load capacity.

minimum service life extension.
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Diversified conditions,
tailor-made solutions
A spherical roller bearing is not subjected to the

SNR proposes small dimension bearings for high-

same stresses depending on its intended application.

speed applications: series 23000 and larger section

The SNR range breaks down into 9 series, each

bearings such as series 22300, particularly suitable

dedicated to specific conditions.

for high loads.

These bearings are also available with reduced and increased internal clearances (C2, C3 and C4), with cylindrical and taper
bore (K), glass fiber – filled polyamide cage (G15), steel cage (A) and solid brass cage (M), with lubrication groove (W33). The
series EF800 were created to meet the particularly severe requirements of vibratory mechanisms.
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From casting to surface treatment:
total steel control

Cast quality,
alloy purity
To sustain extreme stress loads, spherical roller
bearings require a steel quality beyond reproach.
Two main considerations: strictly observed casting
process and inclusion cleanliness. The SNR steel
suppliers are selected worldwide, in line with these
two criteria. The corporate agreements implemented with them guarantees reliable availability and
perfect traceability.
While continuously improving measurement accuracy, SNR has maintained the same test principles
for thirty-five years! These constant principles are
valuable, having allowed us to assess and control
the evolution of the steels for several decades.

Service life is
almost doubled
Some 15 years ago, the best steelworks in the
world used to reach a minimum performance criterion of 250 hours for 100 Cr6 steel in SNR's severe
Service life of the steels used by SNR

testing conditions. The cooperative work with our
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With both rings manufactured from this new quality
steel, an a2 coefficient equal to 1.75 could be

Corrected nominal service life (Lna)

integrated in the corrected service life calculation.

Lna = a1.a2.a3.L10
a1 =
a2 =

This is the minimum guaranteed value. In fact, this

correction coefficient for a different reliability from
90%.

rate is regularly exceeded: the average of the steel

correction coefficient according to material used,

batches used would allow a factor 3 or 4 to be

internal geometry and bearing manufacture.
a3 =

applied by adopting this minimum value.

correction coefficient according to operating
conditions (considered equal to 1 in normal

SNR focuses on safety, for all types of applica-

operating conditions).
L10 = basic nominal life.

tions.
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Test protocol
SNR systematically qualifies each supplier's perfor-

Axial load

mance, and each steel's quality, through test ben-

Test specimens

ches referred to as "FB2". In fact, we test the intrinsic
performance of the material in bearing applications,
totally irrespective of all parameters which could be
attributed to bearing geometry.
The test consists of trying a large number of samples
under high loads and at 1,500 rpm, and deducing the
service life (L10) reached by 90% of the samples.

Test specimens

Speed 1,500 rpm

Heat treatment:
protecting against wear
The specific spherical roller bearings heat treatment

Dimensional stability up to 200°C

guarantees dimensional stability, even at very

Expansion results from the
transformation of residual
austenite when present
in large quantities.

high temperature. It provides the bearing with its
intended operating properties: resistance to failure

There is virtually no expansion
because there is very little
residual austenite.

and wear, reliability. The tempering treatment after
quenching provides a martensitic structure, with

2,000 hours

suitable durability, allowing our bearings to withs-

Standard heat treatment
Specific SNR heat treatment

tand extreme operating conditions.

Life

Shrinkage due to
the development
of the martensitic
matrix.

Dimensional variation when the bearings
are used at high temperature.

Cage surface
treatment:
optimized lubrication
In the SNR Premier bearings, the steel cages are

making it porous, so that it acts as an oil pump. This

protected from corrosion by a phosphate treatment

guarantees a lubricant film at cage contact with

which changes the superficial steel structure,

rollers and inner race, thereby limiting friction wear.
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